$B \rightarrow \pi \ell \nu$ semileptonic form factors from unquenched lattice QCD and determination of $|V_{ub}|$
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**Fermilab Lattice and MILC Collaborations**

We compute the $B \rightarrow \pi \ell \nu$ semileptonic form factors and update the determination of the CKM matrix element $|V_{ub}|$. We use the MILC asqtad ensembles with $N_f = 2 + 1$ sea quarks at four different lattice spacings in the range $a \approx 0.045$ fm to 0.12 fm. The lattice form factors are extrapolated to the continuum limit using SU(2) staggered chiral perturbation theory in the hard pion limit, followed by an extrapolation in $q^2$ to the full kinematic range using a functional $z$-parameterization. The extrapolation is combined with the experimental measurements of the partial branching fraction to extract $|V_{ub}|$. Our preliminary result is $|V_{ub}| = (3.72 \pm 0.14) \times 10^{-3}$, where the error reflects both the lattice and experimental uncertainties, which are now on par with each other.
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1. Introduction

The ratio of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements \( |V_{ub}|/|V_{cb}| \) can provide a strong test of the unitarity of the CKM matrix in standard model (SM) and is of high priority in flavor physics. However, the value is still known rather poorly, and the uncertainty is currently dominated by that of \( |V_{ub}| \). One reliable way to determine \( |V_{ub}| \) is to use the exclusive \( B \to \pi \ell \nu \) semileptonic decay where the partial branching fraction is given (in the SM) by

\[
\frac{d\Gamma(B \to \pi \ell \nu)}{dq^2} = \frac{G_F^2}{24\pi^3} |V_{ub}|^2 |p_{\pi}|^3 |f_+(q^2)|^2. \tag{1.1}
\]

The form factor \( f_+ \), which encodes the non-perturbative effects with the \( q^2 \)-dependence in the hadronic matrix element, is computed from theory using light-cone sum rules (LCSR) or, more systematically, using lattice QCD [1, 2]. The precision in \( |V_{ub}| \) using the exclusive method, which is currently at about 9%, is largely limited by lattice uncertainties. In addition to the large error, there is also a long-standing tension between the values of \( |V_{ub}| \) determined from exclusive and inclusive methods. It is, therefore, important to improve the existing lattice calculations of the form factor \( f_+ \). Recently, efforts from several lattice collaborations [3] are aiming to improve the precision of \( f_+ \) with better statistics and methods. These proceedings report progress along this line. Last year [4] and at this conference, our results were still blinded, i.e., an offset factor was still hidden. In September, at the CKM conference, we unblinded our calculation, and the unblinded result for \( |V_{ub}| \) is presented below.

We also compute the (additional) tensor form factor which is needed to predict the rare decay \( B \to \pi \ell^+ \ell^- \). This will be further elaborated in a separate paper (in preparation).

2. Lattice simulation and chiral-continuum extrapolation

Many details about this calculation were given in Ref. [4]. Our calculation is based on 12 of the MILC (2+1)-flavor asqtad ensembles [5], at four different lattice spacings in the range of 0.12–0.045 fm. Some basic parameters of these ensembles are summarized in Table 1. The light asqtad valence quarks use the same masses as in the sea, while the \( b \) quark uses the Sheikholeslami-Wohlert clover action with the Fermilab interpretation [6]. Ensembles marked with asterisks were also used in Ref. [2], but we have increased statistics typically by a factor of more than three.

The vector- and tensor-current matrix elements can be written as

\[
\langle \pi | V^\mu | B \rangle = \sqrt{2M_B} \left[ v^\mu f_0(E_\pi) + p_\perp^\mu f_\perp(E_\pi) \right], \tag{2.1}
\]

\[
\langle \pi | T^{0i} | B \rangle = \frac{2M_B}{M_B + M_\pi} f_T(E_\pi) p_i^\perp. \tag{2.2}
\]
where $v^\mu = p_B^\mu / M_B$ and $p_\perp^\mu = p_\perp^\mu - (p_\perp \cdot v) v^\mu$. The form factors $f_\parallel, f_\perp$ are natural to compute on the lattice and easy to convert to $f_+, f_0$ [2]. The lattice currents in Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2) are renormalized in a two-step manner by a renormalization factor $Z_{hl} = \sqrt{Z_{h\pi} Z_{\rho \pi}}$. The factor $Z_{hl}$ is dominated by the flavor-diagonal renormalization factors $Z_{h\pi}, Z_{\rho \pi}$ for the vector current which are computed non-perturbatively. $\rho_{hl}$ captures the remaining effects and is computed using one-loop lattice perturbation theory.

We calculate the three-point functions of these current operators, as well as the necessary two-point functions [4]. Following Ref. [2], we construct ratios of these three- and two-point functions that eliminate the need to extract the wave function overlaps $\langle 0 | \phi_\pi | \pi \rangle$ and $\langle 0 | \phi_\rho | B \rangle$. With our statistics, excited-state effects in these ratios become noticeable and cannot be captured by a simple plateau fit without suffering significant systematic errors. We find that including the $B$-meson lowest excited-state contribution to the usual plateau gives a satisfactory and robust description of the data. We constrain the fit parameters corresponding to the energy splittings via excited-state information from simultaneous fits to the $B$-meson two-point functions.

We use SU(2) heavy meson staggered chiral perturbation theory (HMs$\chi$PT) [7] in the hard-pion limit [8] at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) to guide our extrapolation of the lattice data to the continuum limit and physical light quark masses. In addition, we incorporate heavy-quark discretization effects into the $\chi$PT fit. The results for $f_\parallel$ and $f_\perp$ are shown in Fig. 1.

The form factors $f_+$ and $f_0$ are easily obtained from the combinations of $f_\parallel$ and $f_\perp$, along with their uncertainties. The error budget for form factor $f_+$ in the simulated $q^2$-range, 17–26 GeV$^2$, is plotted in Fig. 2. The uncertainty is dominated by the contributions from statistics, heavy-quark discretization, $\chi$PT variations and input of the coupling $g_{B^*B\pi}$. The uncertainties from other sources (such as renormalization, quark mass tuning and scale setting) are all less than or close to
one percent and, thus, sub-dominant.

3. Extrapolation in $q^2$ and the determination of $|V_{ub}|$

In addition, a careful analytic continuation of the form factor functions beyond the poles and branch cuts could reduce the theoretical uncertainties. Some details of this approach are choices, and here we follow those of Bourrely, Caprini and Lellouch [9]. To propagate the information from the chiral-continuum fit to the $z$ parameterization, we introduce a new functional approach [4]. The extrapolation uses terms up to order $z^3$ and implements the kinematic constrain $f_0(q^2 = 0) = f_+ (q^2 = 0)$. The resulting fits for $f_+$ and those from $\chi$PT are compared with each other, and with the previous calculations in Fig. 3, showing very good consistency. Our results for $f_+(q^2)$ and $f_0(q^2)$ versus $q^2$ are shown in Fig. 3 (right).

To determine $|V_{ub}|$, we use four recent experimental measurements of the $q^2$ dependence of neutral and charged $B \to \pi\ell\bar{\nu}$ decays: BaBar untagged 6 bins (2011), Belle untagged 13 bins (2011), BaBar untagged 12 bins (2012) and Belle hadronic tagged 13+7 bins (neutral+charged) (2013) [11]. These data sets can be largely considered independent statistically and systematically.
We simultaneously fit these data to the $z$ parameterization along with our calculation of $f_+$, taking $|V_{ub}|$ as an additional fit parameter corresponding to the relative normalization. The combined fit of lattice and all four experiments gives a somewhat low confidence level, p-value=0.02. This outcome arises from tension among these experimental data sets. We also tried fitting our results to each experimental data set one at a time, and those individual fits are all of high quality. The form factor $f_+(q^2)$ is very precisely determined through the combined fit as is shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 4: (left) The resulting $f_+$ (solid red curves) from the lattice+experiments combined fit. The cyan, red bands are fits to only lattice, experimental data, respectively. The data points are from the converted experimental branching fraction at centers of the corresponding $q^2$ bins. (right) The comparison of $|V_{ub}|$ with previous determinations given by the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group [12].

4. Results and discussion

Our preliminary result for the exclusive $|V_{ub}|$ is

$$|V_{ub}| = (3.72 \pm 0.14) \times 10^{-3},$$

where the error includes the uncertainties from both lattice QCD and experiments. The contributions to the total uncertainty from these two sources are now about the same, which can be seen from the fact that the red and cyan bands in Fig. 4 (left) are of similar width around $z \sim 0$ (or $q^2 \sim 20$ GeV$^2$) which is the most important data range in the determination of $|V_{ub}|$. The result is compared with previous determinations in Fig. 4 (right). The value of $|V_{ub}|$ shifts about one sigma higher than that with the 2008 Fermilab/MILC result [2], which stems from a similar shift in $f_+$ at around $z \sim 0$ as is shown in Fig. 3 (right). The tension between the inclusive and exclusive values is now about 2.4$\sigma$.
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